In this paper we show that the theorem of [4] on the order of the group of Hopf algebra automorphisms Aut,,,, (A) of certain semisimple Hopf algebras over a field k has an interesting implication for quantum groups.
In this paper we show that the theorem of [4] on the order of the group of Hopf algebra automorphisms Aut,,,, (A) of certain semisimple Hopf algebras over a field k has an interesting implication for quantum groups.
If A is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over the field k, there may be infinitely many RE A @A such that (A, R) is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra. However, if A is semisimple and the characteristic of k is 0, or if A is semisimple, cosemisimple, and involutory and the characteristic of k is p > dim A, we show in the theorem of this paper that there are at most finitely R EA @A such that (A, R) is quasitriangular. Our proof is based on the fact that the group Aut,,(A) is finite [4, Theorem 33 for such a Hopf algebra A.
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the elementary aspects of the theory of Hopf algebras. A good general reference is [S].
QUASITRIANGULAR HOPF ALGEBRAS
Suppose that A is a Hopf algebra over the field k. We denote the "twisted" coproduct of A by dc"P(a) = C a~,~@~~,~, and we denote the resulting bialgebra by AcoP.
A quasitriangular Hopf algebra [ 1, p. 81 l] in the category of vector spaces over the field k is a pair (A, R) where A is a Hopf algebra over k, and R = C R(') 0 Rc2) E A 0 A is an invertible, such that (QT.l)
CdR"'@R'*'=C R'1'@r'1'@R'2'r'Z', where r=R, (QT.2) C R")@dR(*'=C R(')r(1)@r(2)@R(2), where r= R, and (QT.3) ACoP = R(d(u)) R-' for all UE A.
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Suppose that A is a Hopf algebra over the field k, and let R = 1 R"'QR (*) E A @ A. Observe that (QT.1 ) implies that e = 1 E( R"') R"' is an idempotent. If R is invertible then e is also. Therefore e = 1 if (QT.1 ) holds and R is invertible. In particular (QT.4) C c(R(')) R"'= 1 when (A, R) is quasitriangular. Likewise if (QT.2) holds and R is invertible, then 1 R"'E(R"') = 1. Consequently
It is not hard to see that (QT.1) and (QT.4) imply that R is invertible with inverse Rp' = 1 s(R"') @ R"', where s is the antipode of A. Now let F: A @A + Hom,( A*, A) be the injective linear map defined by
for a, beA and PEA*, and setf=F(R).
It is easy to see that (QT.1 ) and (QT.4) hold if and only iff is an algebra homorphism. If A is linite-dimensional, it is easy to see that (QT.2) and (QT.5) hold if and only if f is a coalgebra anti-homomorphism.
Now suppose that A is finite-dimensional.
Then we may identify those R E A 0 A such that (A, R) is quasitriangular with a subset of the bialgebra homomorphisms Bialg,(A*'OP, A).
THE MAIN RESULI
In this section we prove the theorem on quasitriangular structures cited in the Introduction. The theorem is a consequence of a proposition concerning the cardinality of the set of bialgebra homomorphisms Bialg,(B, A) from a finite-dimensional bialgebra B over the field k to certain semisimple Hopf algebras A over k. We need to briefly discuss semisimple Hopf algebras.
Let Suppose that C is a sub-bialgebra of A. Then by the lemma C is a sub-Hopf algebra of A with antipode sic. Since sz = I it follows that Tr( (sl c)2) = Tr(ll c) = (dim C) 1. By our assumption on characteristic (dim C) 1 # 0. Therefore C is a semisimple cosemisimple Hopf algebra which satisfies the hypothesis for A. For is finite. Therefore the set [I, C] is finite, and the proof of the proposition is complete.
Let A be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over the field k. We have observed that the set of R E A @A such that (A, R) is quasitriangular can be identified with a subset of Bialg,(A*'O", A). Thus by the proposition it follows that THEOREM I. Let A be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra overthe field k. Suppose that A is semisimple and the characteristic of k is 0, or that A is semisimple, cosemisimple, and involutory, and that the characteristic of k is p > dim A. Then there are at most finitely many R E A @ A such that (A, R) is quasitriangular.
The theorem is not true for finite-dimensional Hopf algebras generally. Sweedler's 4-dimensional Hopf algebra A provides such an example when k is infinite and the characteristic of k is not 2.
As an algebra A is described by generators g and x and relations g*= 1, x*=0, xg = -gx.
As a coalgebra A is determined by &=gOg, E(g) = 1, Ax=x@g+l@x, E(X) = 0. Now suppose that the characteristic of k is not 2. For a E k set R,=+l+g@l+l@g-gag)
Then (A, R,) is quasitriangular. The conditions (QT.1 k(QT.5) can easily be verified directly. Recall that (QT.1 ) and (QT.4) imply that R = R, is invertible. To see that (QT.3) holds, note that aw A"+'(a) and aw R(A(a)) R-' describe algebra homomorphisms.
Therefore to show that (QT.3) holds, it is enough to check that (AcoP( R= R(A(a)) for generators a = g, x.
Therefore if k is infinite and the characteristic of k is not 2, there are infinitely many R E A @ A such that (A, R) is quasitriangular. Since a commutative quasitriangular Hopf algebra must be cocommutative, Sweedler's 4-dimensional Hopf algebra has no quasitriangular structure when the characteristic of k is 2.
